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Abstract

The Digital Radio Mondiale system of digital broadcasting is

briefly described. A number of broadcasters launched DRM

services into Europe last year, and the first consumer radios

are expected in the shops during 2006.  How this is being

achieved is described, together with some field-trial results.

1 Introduction

The Digital Radio Mondiale system [4] of digital

broadcasting has been developed by the DRM Consortium to

replace AM (amplitude modulation) in the broadcasting bands

below 30 MHz. It enables broadcasters, large or small, to

serve local or far-flung listeners with a good-quality service

and with many features to make their service more accessible

and user-friendly to the general audience.

Of course, developing the DRM standard [5] is one thing,

putting it into service is another. The audience must have

DRM receivers available to them, there must be DRM

broadcasts with content the listeners will want to hear — and

above all these two must be co-ordinated to occur in the same

part of the world at the same time. So while test transmissions

have been under way, on an increasing scale, throughout the

development of DRM, something more focused is now

appropriate and necessary.

BBC World Service is the world's leading international

broadcaster, attracting audiences of over 150 million listeners

each week.  It is funded by grant-in-aid
1
 from the UK’s

Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

It is rapidly developing into a multimedia broadcaster, using

radio and the internet
2
 [1], for all its 33 language services.

Historically, the vast majority of the audience listened on

short- or medium-wave, but over the last decade we have

witnessed a steady migration to other media, especially FM.

This is driven in part by the increasing diversity of World

Service distribution platforms
3
, and in part by rapid growth of

local media in many developing-world countries. However,

                                                            
1
 The grant for 2005/6 was £239.1 million.

2
 At present over 30 million users access the World Service’s

website each month.
3
 Digital radio, satellite, cable or terrestrial platforms, where

possible.

there are still large numbers listening on AM: in fact over

60% of our audience is still using short- or medium-wave to

access World Service programmes.

The target area for the first consumer receivers and

transmissions was chosen to be Western Europe, a region

where awareness of digital radio is relatively high and where

a critical mass of broadcasters wishing to launch DRM

services was present.

2 Some key features of the DRM system

See e.g. [9] for more description than there is room for here.

2.1 What’s DRM for?

Broadcasting first evolved in the frequency bands below

30 MHz, using AM. Nearly a century later, the shortcomings

of AM are readily apparent: poor audio quality in most

practical situations, and (relative to more contemporary

offerings) difficulty in use, especially when listening to

international broadcasts.

Nevertheless, the frequency bands available for broadcasting

below 30 MHz remain a uniquely valuable resource. A single

transmitter broadcasting in the lowest-frequency bands (long-

and medium-wave) can cover a large area using the

phenomenon of ground-wave propagation. This may even be

sufficient to provide national coverage; if not, a network of

very few transmitters normally suffices. The higher

frequencies, the short-wave bands, offer even longer-distance

propagation by sky-wave propagation via the ionosphere.

This mechanism is exploited for international broadcasting

and also for national broadcasting, especially in the tropics.

The DRM system was developed as a replacement for AM, so

that these unique coverage abilities of the broadcasting bands

below 30 MHz could be harnessed to deliver broadcasts of a

quality and attractiveness fit for the modern age. The need to

deliver better audio quality than AM, despite the ravages of

propagation and interference, was foremost — but greater

ease of use, and flexibility for broadcasters, was also desired.

2.2 What does DRM do?

The main job of DRM is to provide a digital ‘pipe’ through

which data can be conveyed from broadcaster to listener

while occupying the same space in the spectrum as a

conventional AM signal. The data capacity will normally be

primarily devoted to conveying one broadcast audio stream in

digital form. To do even this is a significant achievement



requiring effective use of both source coding (to minimise the

necessary data rate for the audio) and channel coding and

modulation  (to maximise the size of the data “pipe”).

Nevertheless, there are provisions for a simple multiplex so

that broadcasters have some options regarding how they use

the capacity. For example, they may want to accompany a

single high-quality audio service with some data (e.g. a

written news summary; information supporting the current

programme; an electronic program guide, EPG…). Or,

occasionally, they might wish to split a high-quality audio

programme into 2-4 parallel speech-only channels for

multilingual news bulletins.

There are other options available to broadcasters to enable

them to ‘tune’ their broadcast to the expected propagation

conditions, trading capacity against appropriate ruggedness.

E.g. a local LF or MF ground-wave service will suffer much

less multipath than an HF service delivered via the

ionosphere, and thus can be optimised to carry a greater bit

rate. On the other hand, the ability to cope with multipath also

means that it is also possible to construct single-frequency

transmitter networks (SFNs), which can cover a larger area

with good spectral efficiency.

DRM helps the broadcaster to get the best out of networks,

whether SFNs or multi-frequency networks, MFNs. The

DRM signal contains a data stream that instructs the receiver

about other frequencies on which the current broadcast can be

received and can also warn of future frequency changes. This

signalling helps the receiver get the best from MFNs (in

principle enabling alternative frequency switching, AFS).

MFNs are often used in international HF broadcasting, partly

in order to cope with the uncertainty of predicting sky-wave

paths: enabling the receiver to insulate the listener from

having to juggle with frequencies is a major benefit.

2.3 How does DRM work?

As already mentioned, DRM uses channel coding and

modulation, together with source coding. OFDM (orthogonal

frequency-division multiplex) [10], is combined with multi-

level coding based on a convolutional code.

Three different source coders are provided, to match different

requirements. General programme material (the staple of most

broadcasting) will use the combination [2] of AAC (advanced

audio coding) together with optional SBR (spectral band

replication) and optional parametric stereo. (Full stereo is also

possible where capacity permits). For speech material at a

lower bit rate there is a choice between codecs: CELP (code

excited linear prediction) or HVXC (harmonic voice

excitation coding).

2.4 Why DRM?

For BBC World Service there are two principal reasons: it

offers competitive quality and greatly enhanced usability.

o DRM is capable of providing a distribution platform for

broadcasting to listeners in digital “FM-like” quality over

very large geographical regions. It also allows the BBC to

continue to broadcast to areas where, for a variety of

reasons, it is not feasible to negotiate local carriage. DRM

broadcasting on HF shares many of the same characteristics

as satellite radio, but with economics that require neither a

subscription model nor an investment of hundreds of

millions of pounds.

o “Usability” from a consumer perspective is dramatically

improved compared with conventional analogue short-

wave: a digital radio can automatically track frequency

changes (daily or across schedule changes), select the best

frequency in use at any one time, and hand the listener to

another network as and when appropriate.

2.5 A related standard: the AM Signalling System

The requirement to develop a simple signalling system that

could operate on virtually any existing AM transmission was

actually raised within the Digital Radio Mondiale consortium

in 2003. The initial driver was to assist in the roll-out of

digital services: by suitably tagging AM frequencies which

are carrying a simulcast of a digital service, (in this case,

DRM, but applies equally to DAB), it is possible to explicitly

hand a listener who’s using a hybrid analogue/digital receiver

from analogue to digital (and vice versa). This is done simply

using the Alternative Frequency (AFS) feature which is

common to RDS, AMSS, DRM and DAB.

The second (but equally important) reason for developing

AMSS was to

a l l o w  A M

stations to appear

on the “Station

Menu” of future

digital radios.

This Menu listing

has effectively

rep l aced  the

tuning dial as the

de-facto

mechanism for

tuning digital-

capable radios: the listener selects a service by name from a

list of all those available rather than having to remember

irrelevant details such as frequency, waveband etc. Without

AMSS, AM stations would inevitably be left off the menu,

requiring the consumer to return to either frequency scans or

manual frequency entry.

This non-proprietary system is fully described in [7] and is

published as an open standard [6]

3 The BBC’s DRM service

BBC World Service launched an “English for Europe” service

using DRM at the German consumer electronics show (IFA)

on 2 September 2005. The event was co-ordinated with many

other broadcasters, most notably RTL (of Radio Luxemburg

fame), Deutsche Welle, RNW and Deutschland Radio.

The launch in Europe was chosen for a number of reasons:

o there are a number of other broadcasters transmitting DRM

services into this region, (see above), which means new

Fig. 1: Roberts MP40 DRM/DAB

receiver showing results of MF scan at

NAB; only 1460kHz carries AMSS.



content for many listeners. New content was the single

most important driver of DAB take-up in the UK.

o European consumers can afford to buy relatively expensive

first-generation digital radios.

o DAB digital radio [11] is on-air in many European

countries, and having succeeded in the UK it shows healthy

signs of taking off in other markets.

o DRM is seen by the BBC as an “add-on” technology which

addresses important niches in the delivery of digital radio

to consumers: DAB is an excellent complementary

technology to partner with DRM and hence it makes sense

to launch into a region where DAB (or DMB) is the

primary Digital Radio standard.

3.1 The DRM Transmission network

The transmitter sites and approximate footprints are shown in

Fig. 2. BBC World Service currently transmits DRM for 18

hours per day on the medium-wave (MW or MF) band from

Orfordness and 12 hours per day each from Rampisham and

Kvitsøy. All the transmissions have the same core content:

o English for Europe, using AAC+SBR in mono at

approximately 20 kbit/s;

o Dynamic Text Messages;

o 7-day Electronic Programme Guide;

o Alternative Frequency list.

The design of the current network (dubbed “Phase 1”) is

pragmatically based on existing facilities: Orfordness

1296 kHz (70 kW) is a modern solid-state Nautel transmitter

procured by VT Communications
4
 specifically for DRM

operation, whilst both Rampisham and Kvitsoy (the latter

operated by Telenor in Norway) are 20+ year-old analogue

transmitters converted to DRM operation. All transmissions

carry identical content, and they can be synchronised to

support either MFN or SFN operation. The DRM content is

coded, multiplexed and time-stamped in Bush House prior to

distribution to the transmitter sites using IP over DVB-S on

Hotbird. This is more fully described in [3].

3.2 Future plans

Our “Phase 2” goal
5
 is to ensure that two frequencies are

available throughout the designated service area, with each

transmitter operated at around 100 kW (as opposed to the

current 35-60 kW on HF). This can be achieved through

installing new DRM transmitters in Northern Europe and

Cyprus, providing full frequency diversity with a coverage of

around 250 million people.

4 Making receivers available

The core audience for BBC World Service on DRM is

eventually likely to be in Africa and Asia. However, mass-

market consumer radios are needed to make this possible. The

interest in making DRM radios is initially in Europe and

currently our main aim is to provide compelling content to

stimulate the production and sales of consumer radios. The

experience of DAB in Europe has shown that broadcasters

must lead by putting services on air in order to start the

chicken-and-egg cycle.

4.1 DRM consumer radios

The BBC and several other broadcasters have worked closely

with the receiver industry to bring the first generation of

DAB/DRM radios to market. RadioScape have developed one

of the first DAB/DRM/AM/FM modules, (the RS 500
6
), and a

number of first-generation radios (including Roberts and

Morphy Richards) will use this module. By encouraging

receiver manufacturers to include memory in a majority of

radios, we enter the realms of radio-on-demand and self-

scheduling, in other words the radio equivalent of PVRs. We

know that this function is extremely attractive for TV, and,

with high-quality content, we are in a good position to exploit

this functionality to drive take-up. Several other

manufacturers are busy developing DRM products, including

at least two OEMs supplying automotive systems.  

5 Some field trials

Test transmissions and field trials have, of course, been part

of the DRM project from its inception. However, only

relatively recently have extended trials under conditions truly

representative of ‘normal’ listening been possible.

                                                            
4
 VTC own the HF and international MF transmitters in the

UK, and manage and operate the BBC’s international

transmission network.
5
 Subject to financial approval.

6
 The RS 500 also supports AMSS, RDS, EPG and recording

functions.

Fig. 2: Orfordness 1296 kHz MF day-time plus

indicative Kvitsoy & Rampisham HF coverage

(50 dB!V/m contours)



5.1 Indoor reception

For reception indoors in people’s homes there are two

concerns, beyond the obvious one of ionospheric propagation:

is the signal attenuated significantly entering the building, and

is significant interference generated within the homes?

These concerns were addressed in a brief experiment

conducted in the homes of six staff members. Loop antennas

were set up both indoors and outdoors, and loggings made of

the reception of several different DRM HF transmissions. The

penetration loss was determined by averaging the

instantaneous difference (in dB) between the field strength

measured on the outdoor and indoor antennas. This method is

of course necessitated by the fading nature of HF propagation.

The penetration loss was typically 2.5 dB. We also compared

the MER (modulation error ratio) outdoors and in, with a

typical difference of 3 to 4 dB, except for one house where it

was greater. The MER is an objective measure of reception

quality and accounts for the effects of interference as well as

signal strength. The conclusion is that some interference is

typically present indoors, but not usually enough to cause

serious problems. However, one house did have difficulties

with presumed, but unidentified interference.

For a longer-term experiment, we set up receivers inside two

team-members’ flats (not part of the above tests) in built-up

locations in the London area, with a further outdoor antenna

at a relatively quiet location as a reference. We logged

reception of a regular high-power DRM sky-wave

transmission whose intended coverage area included all three

locations. Reception at the reference site was excellent,

except for certain times — and one day especially — when

propagation was affected by a solar flare. The resulting fading

correlated well with what could be predicted (after the event)

based on the X-ray flux data available from NOAA [8].

As expected, reception inside the flats was less reliable than

at the quiet site. At one location, the field strength was very

similar to that at the reference (supporting the earlier

penetration-loss measurements), and the small drop in

reliability must be mostly ascribed to a slightly greater noise

level. The other location suffered slightly more: the location

was on the ‘wrong’ side of the building, invoking more

attenuation but also perhaps explaining a slightly higher noise

level, as the antenna was directed to ‘see’ noise from this

greater volume of building. Putting these factors together

meant that there was less margin to cope with e.g. the solar-

flare fade. Nevertheless, the overall results were very

encouraging.

5.2 Mobile reception

In July 2005 we had the opportunity to make extensive

measurements of mobile reception around the UK, thanks to a

series of daily DRM transmissions on 11815 kHz arranged by

VT Communications, and targeted at the UK from a site in

Moosbrunn, Austria. A van was equipped with three

calibrated DRM receivers of BBC design, connected to a

logging computer which also noted position from a GPS

(global positioning system) receiver. Normally one receiver

logged the Moosbrunn signal (during the 5 hours of its daily

transmission); the other receivers were used variously to

monitor other DRM transmissions, certain AM ones or indeed

‘quiet’ frequencies to help form an opinion about general

noise levels and to help determine the cause of any reception

drop-outs (i.e. interference or signal loss).

An advantage over unattended logging was that the operators

could listen to the signal, which enabled them to conclude

that subjectively reception was very good and convincingly

reliable. There was one significant exception
†
: the major solar

flare already mentioned took place during this campaign,

causing a drop out of more than an hour, and served as a

reminder that no single-frequency ionospheric transmission

can be 100% reliable. Otherwise it is interesting to note that

the operators were frequently in the position of driving in the

countryside, with solid DRM reception, yet being unable to

use mobile phones to book the next hotel!

A very substantial amount of data was recorded whose

analysis is still yielding results. Thanks to the GPS

information, every location where the BER (bit-error ratio)

was non-zero can be pin-pointed on a map. Note that this

need not always mean that any audible defect occurred since

error concealment is often still possible.

As for indoor measurements, reception fails if the received

signal is too weak or local interference too great. Apart from

the solar flare, the former did arise when there was shielding;

we observed this occasionally under flyovers in slow-moving

traffic, in tunnels, and sometimes from terrain. Note that the

route chosen included some remote areas of Scotland chosen

specifically to get a mountain between the van and Austria.

Cases of interference affecting reception were also observed,

albeit they were usually very localised, e.g. driving under

some HV power lines. However, even in an industrialised

area, a glitch under one power line could be followed by

several successive apparently similar lines without problems.

Fig. 3 is a 3-min. extract that, unusually, shows both shielding

and interference. (Note we also have examples of whole hours

without a single bit error). The upper plot shows the field

strength of the DRM signal and also that recorded in a ‘quiet’

channel; the middle plot shows the MER of the DRM as an

indication of its RF signal quality, while the lower plot shows

how many decoded audio frames contain errors.

The first burst of errors (around transmission-frame 100) is

caused by some fading which appears to be connected to

crossing the River Trent on a metal bridge; the second short

burst (around frame 390) mostly results from interference

while passing under a power cable, although a slight dip in

field strength perhaps abetted. Note that we passed under

another power line uneventfully between the two bursts.

We formed the opinion that signal loss from shadowing was

                                                            
†
 A further exception was of no significance to the assessment

of DRM performance itself: unfortunately the active antenna

used for measurements proved susceptible to overload when

close to high-power FM transmitters. Areas where this

occurred were identified and discarded from any statistics.



probably less of a problem than is commonly experienced

with conventional domestic networks of terrestrial

transmitters — the angles of elevation are higher, and at these

frequencies the shadows less ‘hard’ than for say VHF/FM.

Although the experiment was performed with transmission

into the UK from Austria, the intention was to draw

conclusions about the likely success of BBC WS

transmissions into foreign targets (with the convenience of

measuring on home territory). It would be normal practice to

serve a target at HF with 2 or more transmissions, probably

on different frequencies (i.e. an MFN), and probably from

very different sites (i.e. in different countries). Under such

conditions, where the directions of arrival of the 2 (or more)

transmissions differ widely, we consider it to be a reasonable

hypothesis that the effect of terrain shadowing will be

minimised, leaving tunnels and occasionally very dense urban

clutter as the most significant causes of shielding.

Fig. 3: a 3-minute extract from the 9 days’ logging

6 Conclusions

The Digital Radio Mondiale Consortium has developed the

DRM system of digital broadcasting, for the frequency bands

below 30 MHz. The system includes a powerful and flexible

“tool-kit” of transmission modes, audio codecs and signalling

which allows broadcasters to tailor the system to their precise

requirements.

The BBC has launched an “English for Europe” service

across Holland, Belgium and large parts of France and

Germany using a multi-frequency network (MFN) of DRM

transmitters: An EPG is now available, and the existing

analogue transmitters serving Europe have been equipped

with AMSS. Consumer radios are in the final stage of

development and should go on sale during 2006.

Some field trials have been briefly summarised here, although

this cannot do justice to the wealth of information recorded.

Whilst the focus of our attention in this work has been to

identify and analyse failures, in fact the system works very

well, especially in rural and mobile environments where

coverage can be provided both rapidly and economically.

This is exactly what is needed by BBC World Service, as an

international broadcaster whose target audience will

increasingly demand higher quality, flexibility and

availability in the provision of radio services.
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DRM service launches
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DRM service launches
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Smoothing the way…
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Launching DRM (3)

— coping with the AM-to-DRM transition: AMSS

Technology Group

Accessing an AM service
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state-of-the-art programme 
selection in the thermionic era
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Accessing an AM service

25

In today’s world of rich media choice

listeners must find your content easily

digital radio systems (including DRM & DAB)
and FM have signalling to help with this

but not AM — until now

AM Signalling System, AMSS

low-cost, simple upgrade for all AM transmitters

robust on LF, MF and HF broadcast paths

high compatibility with existing AM receivers

Technology Group

AM Signalling System AMSS
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AM 
(analogue) 
transmitterprogramme 

audio phase 
mod.

10101101010010…

AMSS data

AM receiver AM/DRM receiver
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Basic parameters

modulation

bi-phase modulation of carrier

phase deviation ± 20 º

gross bit rate is 46.875!bit/s

error protection

simple Cyclic Redundancy Check

How AMSS works

27

Bi-phase modulation

bi-phase modulation of carrier

bit/s

simple Cyclic Redundancy Check

Spectrum
phase-modulation sidebands 
< –60!dBc at ± 80!Hz
inaudible in normal 
propagation channels

Technology Group

AMSS — visible benefit
an AMSS station has an identity by name

without it, you’re just a number!
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AMSS — visible benefit
an AMSS station has an identity by name

without it, you’re just a number!
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— WS AM MF & 

HF services into 

W Europe now 

carry AMSS

Technology Group

DRM field trials

OK, it’s being rolled out…
— but does it work?
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HF reception in London

Two team members have receivers indoors in 
their homes performing long-term DRM logging

focus on DW from Wertachtal, Germany, 9655!kHz

Results have to be carefully analysed

check exactly when transmitter was working

compare remaining drop-outs with independently-
known ionospheric events like flares

Reception is generally very good

31
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HF reception in London
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Loop at Ollie’s Rx at Andy’s

Loop at Andy’s

Receiver
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proportion of correct audio frames in each slot
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1200-1300

1300-1400

no of 
slots

HF reception in London
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mostly 
excellent!

40

80

no of 
slots

some known 
transmitter outages, 
some solar events

0

0-90% 90-95% 95-99% 99-99.8%

Technology Group

Mobile HF reception, July ’05

VT Communications set up test transmissions

from Moosbrunn in Austria, to cover UK

various commercial broadcasters took a turn

VT then approached World Service

Can think of test in two ways

testing DRM domestic coverage of UK at HF

assessing typical BBC WS DRM coverage (i.e. abroad)

but with the convenience of measuring in UK!
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Mobile HF reception in UK

Spent some 10 days driving round UK

2 vans set up at short notice

‘Our’ van logged DRM performance

BBC DRM (via VT, from Austria)

some others’ DRM

other things for comparison

e.g. signal level in ‘quiet’ channel

Subjective impression was very good

35
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Mobile HF reception in UK

36

Getting set up for dayGetting set up for dayRemote & narrow road

Sat-nav

Cup-holder

Getting set up for dayRemote & narrow roadCup-holder

The end of the road
Getting set up for dayRemote & narrow roadCup-holder

Running repairsRunning repairs
At the mountain-road top
Running repairs
At the mountain-road topBigger coffees as we 

got more exhausted!
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Mobile HF reception in UK

There were some gaps

some instrumental problems 
(antenna overload)

one day had a solar flare killing 
all HF for some hours

‘shadow areas’

major mountains

tunnels

some localised interference

37

Red means <90%, in 1 km

Mobile HF reception in UK

11815 kHz
0900-1400 UTC

km

Technology Group

Mobile HF reception in UK

Some gaps 
not really 
down to 
DRM 
itself…

38

measuring antenna overload 
near Sutton Coldfield

unexplained drop 
in signal strength, 

transmitter?

measurements, 
but no position 

data on first leg 
– also antenna 
overload near 

Wrotham?
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Mobile HF reception in UK

Some others 
were honest 
issues…
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very few drop-
outs around 

Leeds, bridges, 
buildings…

Solar flare 
wiped out all HF

measurements 
confirmed 
antenna 

overload by FM 
tx nr. Selkirk

we sought & 
found real 

terrain 
shielding

Technology Group

Tunnel in Leeds

40

DRM reception dropped out in a motorway tunnel

under a building in Leeds city centre
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Tunnel in Leeds
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DRM reception dropped out in a motorway tunnel

under a building in Leeds city centre

DRM 
drops 
out

DRM 
recovers

GPS got 
lost!

Technology Group

Tunnel in Leeds
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field strength, 
dBµV/m
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Terrain shielding

We found mountains can cause shielding
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Glen Coe
some 

dropouts here

Glen Coe
some 

dropouts here

the 
guilty 
party

Thanks to 
Google Earth for 

the images!

Technology Group

Overall analysis

11815 kHz

antenna-
overload 
excluded
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… in more detail
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Polarisation
diversity

— a possible receiver technique?

Polarisation

— a possible receiver technique?
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Crossed-loop
reception

impulse responses from 
two crossed antennas

east-west & north-south

logarithmic y axis

Kvitsøy transmission

9470!kHz

received at BBC 
Kingswood Warren
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t

t

east-west

north-south

Technology Group

Conclusions
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Conclusions
DRM brings digital radio to LF/MF/HF

complements DAB

niches include long-distance broadcasts via ionosphere

DRM ‘real’ services launched into W Europe

DRM supports features making it easier to use

EPG, memory (‘PVR’ for radio)

AM signalling (AMSS) helps smooth the changeover

Field trials show it works

and help reveal ionospheric propagation features
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Launch of International Radio 
Services using 
Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM)

John Sykes and Jonathan Stott

John.Sykes@bbc.co.uk

Jonathan.Stott@rd.bbc.co.uk

You have been listening to 
or have just missed…

Many thanks for your attention!
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